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Project Risk Management A Practical Implementation
In Project Risk Management: A Practical Implementation Approach, author Michael M.
Bissonette not only provides insights into the best ways to implement the traditional
techniques of risk management, but also explores innovative new methods that can
help modern organizations build their culture, improve financial performance, and
ultimately achieve greater success in all of their projects.
An easy to implement, practical, and proven risk management methodology for project
managers and decision makers Drawing from the author's work with several major and
mega capital projects for Royal Dutch Shell, TransCanada Pipelines, TransAlta, Access
Pipeline, MEG Energy, and SNC-Lavalin, Project Risk Management: Essential Methods
for Project Teams and Decision Makers reveals how to implement a consistent
application of risk methods, including probabilistic methods. It is based on proven
training materials, models, and tools developed by the author to make risk management
plans accessible and easily implemented. Written by an experienced risk management
professional Reveals essential risk management methods for project teams and
decision makers Packed with training materials, models, and tools for project
management professionals Risk Management has been identified as one of the nine
content areas for Project Management Professional (PMP®) certification. Yet, it
remains an area that can get bogged down in the real world of project management.
Practical and clearly written, Project Risk Management: Essential Methods for Project
Teams and Decision Makers equips project managers and decision makers with a
practical understanding of the basics of risk management as they apply to project
management. (PMP and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the
Project Management Institute, Inc.)
The Practice Standard for Project Risk Management covers risk management as it is
applied to single projects only. It does not cover risk in programs or portfolios. This
practice standard is consistent with the PMBOK® Guide and is aligned with other PMI
practice standards. Different projects, organizations and situations require a variety of
approaches to risk management and there are several specific ways to conduct risk
management that are in agreement with principles of Project Risk Management as
presented in this practice standard.
Based on sound conceptual foundations yet developed to meet practical concerns,
Project Risk Management has become recognized as a standard work on its subject. It
sets out the key issues and concepts involved in effective risk and uncertainty
management in a clear and accessible way, providing a comprehensive discussion of
risk management processes set firmly in the context of the project management task as
a whole and focused on improving performance.
This book describes philosophies, principles, practices and techniques for managing
risk in projects and procurements, with a particular focus on complex or large-scale
activities. The authors cover the basics of risk management in the context of project
management, and outline a step-by-step approach. They then extend this approach into
specialised areas of procurement (including tender evaluation, outsourcing and PublicPrivate Partnerships), introducing technical risk assessment tools and processes for
environmental risk management. Finally they consider quantitative methods and the
way they can be used in large projects. International case studies are included
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throughout.
In the estimating, planning and management of any project, large or small, an
understanding of the impact of risk is critical. This book explains how the growing
number of people choosing to or forced to organise their work as projects can make
realistic assessments of the uncertainty affecting costs, timescale and revenue, before
commitments are made. A clear analysis of the role of uncertainty is combined in this
concise and practical handbook with simple, cost-effective techniques for measuring
and modelling the overall risk to a project's budget and schedule. There is advice and
help here for the whole project team, including project managers; bid managers; project
sales professionals; planners; estimators; managers running a project-based business;
and consultants and auditors advising a projects business. Drawn from the author's
extensive experience on projects ranging in scale from a few man-months to hundreds
of man-years, the book will beelevant to anyone involved in a project-based business.
Examples are presented as simple models, built in spreadsheets using the @Risk
software package. No more than basic knowledge of Lotus 1-2-3 ?® or Excel ?® will be
required by the reader.
Discover the benefits of effective risk management practices Risk management may
not be a standard course in architecture school, but it is an essential concern for
architects and related professionals working today. Managing Project Risk is a key
resource for integrating good risk management into professional practice. Based on a
popular series of articles in AIArchitect, this accessible volume offers an on-the-ground
perspective of what can happen on the job and what architects can do to prevent or
mitigate threatening conditions and events. With an engaging, non-legalistic style,
authors Atkins and Simpson draw upon their considerable experience and upon AIA
Contract Documents to show how sound risk management strategies work in a variety
of real-world settings, covering such practical areas as: * Risk management
fundamentals * Contracts * Relationships with clients * Understanding the architect's
role in the project * Risk issues with digital drawings * The modern architectural
workplace Rendering potentially dry topics lively with wit and anecdote, Managing
Project Risk resonates with the experience of contemporary architects, while offering
helpful suggestions applicable not only to risk management but also to project
management and professional development.
Clear-Cut Ways to Manage Project Risk If you're a typical project manager, you're
probably aware of the importance of risk management but may not have the time or
expertise to develop a full-blown plan. This book is a quick and practical guide to
applying the disciplines of proven risk management practices without the rigor of
complex processes. Part of the Project Manager's Spotlight series from Harbor Light
Press, this straightforward book offers solutions to real-life risk scenarios. Inside, bestselling author Kim Heldman highlights critical components of risk management and
equips you with tools, techniques, checklists, and templates you can put to use
immediately. By following a realistic case study from start to finish, you'll see how a
project manager deals with each concept. Ultimately, this book will help you anticipate,
prevent, and alleviate major project risks. Project Manager's Spotlight on Risk
Management teaches you how to Look for and document risk Anticipate why projects
fail Prevent scope and schedule risks Analyze and prioritize risks Develop, implement,
and monitor risk response plans And much more!
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Practical Project Risk ManagementThe ATOM MethodologyBerrett-Koehler Publishers
The evidence continues to grow that the effective management of risk is the very kernel of
successful project management. Its absence frequently leaves project sponsors lamenting
missed objectives and shareholders coming to terms with an organisation’s poor bottom line
performance. Dr Robert Chapman's The Rules of Project Risk Management stands out from
other risk management texts because it provides very practical guidance, supported by
numerous mini case studies, many of which have attracted considerable publicity. The book
brings to life both the benefits of project risk management when effectively applied and the
ramifications when it is misunderstood or receives scant attention. The structure of the book is
based on International Standard ISO 31000 seen through the lens of general systems theory where projects are undertaken by organisations which have an external context and internal
sub-systems. A project system is seen to be composed of seven key subject areas. Practical
short ’rules’ or implementation guidelines, written in an engaging style, are offered to support
each of these subject areas and aid quick assimilation of key risk management messages.
Each rule focuses on a specific aspect of effective risk management which warrants attention
in its own right. Taken together the rules will provide those implementing projects with the
building blocks to secure a project’s objectives. They have been drawn from a wealth of
experience gained from applying risk management practices across multiple industries from
Europe to Africa, the Middle East and Asia.
An essential reference for project and program managers, this book provides simplified
concepts and the tools necessary to assess, prioritise, and manage high-risk projects and
tasks The author delivers hands-on, practical information including: Proven methods of
integrating risk management into business and project planning Clear templates and models
for preparing risk management plans Hard-nosed but easily-applied risk assessment tools
such as sensitivity analysis Tips for setting up risk management process and support systems
What are my chances of completing this project successfully? What could prevent me? How
can I anticipate potential threats? These are the kinds of questions you are likely to ask
yourself when you become responsible for an important project. And these are the kinds of
question Reducing Project Risk will help you answer. Drawing on examples from a variety of
business activities as well as on their own extensive experience, the authors propose a
systematic approach to dealing with risk. They provide both a conceptual framework and the
practical techniques for identifying, analysing and controlling risks of any type. Among other
things you will learn: ¢ how to carry out an objective review of the factors involved ¢ how to
recognize the warning signs so that you can head off trouble before it strikes ¢ how to take
care of the 'people side' of project management. Here is a book that will be welcomed not just
by professional project managers but by anyone using human and material resources to
accomplish a complex task.
Effective risk management is essential for the success of large projects built and operated by
the Department of Energy (DOE), particularly for the one-of-a-kind projects that characterize
much of its mission. To enhance DOEâ€™s risk management efforts, the department asked the
NRC to prepare a summary of the most effective practices used by leading owner
organizations. The studyâ€™s primary objective was to provide DOE project managers with a
basic understanding of both the project ownerâ€™s risk management role and effective
oversight of those risk management activities delegated to contractors.
* A practical and concise approach to analyzing and managing risk in projects
Project managers tend to believe their cost estimates - whether they have exceeded budgets
in the past or not. It is dangerous to accept the engineering cost estimates, which are often
optimistic or unrealistic. Though cost estimates incorporate contingency reserves below-theline, these estimates of reserves often do not benefit from a rigorous assessment of risk to
project costs. Risks to cost come from multiple sources including uncertain project duration,
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which is often ignored in cost risk analyses. In short, experience shows that cost estimating on
projects is rarely successful - cost overruns routinely occur. There are effective ways to
estimate the impact on the cost of complex projects from project risks of all types, including
traditional cost-type risks and the indirect but often substantial impact from risks usually
thought of as affecting project schedules. Integrated cost-schedule risk anlaysis helps us
determine how likely the project will go over budget with the current plan, how much
contingency reserve is required to achieve a desired level of certainty, and which risks are
most important so the project manager can mitigate them and achieve a better result.
Integrated Cost-Schedule Risk Analysis provides solutions for these and other challenges. This
book follows on from David Hulett's highly-praised Practical Schedule Risk Analysis. It focuses
on the way that schedule risk can generate cost risk, and how to handle this relationship. It
also applies the Risk Driver Method to the analysis so that you can clearly and transparently
identify the key risks, rather than just the most risky cost line items. With detailed worked
examples and over 70 illustrations, Integrated Cost-Schedule Risk Analysis offers the definitive
guide to this critically important aspect of project management from surely the world's leading
commentator.
Winner of the Project Management Institute’s David I. Cleland Project Management Literature
Award 2010 It’s no wonder that project managers spend so much time focusing their attention
on risk identification. Important projects tend to be time constrained, pose huge technical
challenges, and suffer from a lack of adequate resources. Identifying and Managing Project
Risk, now updated and consistent with the very latest Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK)® Guide, takes readers through every phase of a project, showing them how to
consider the possible risks involved at every point in the process. Drawing on real-world
situations and hundreds of examples, the book outlines proven methods, demonstrating key
ideas for project risk planning and showing how to use high-level risk assessment tools.
Analyzing aspects such as available resources, project scope, and scheduling, this new edition
also explores the growing area of Enterprise Risk Management. Comprehensive and
completely up-to-date, this book helps readers determine risk factors thoroughly and
decisively...before a project gets derailed.
Oil and gas projects have special characteristics that need a different technique in project
management. The development of any country depends on the development of the energy
reserve through investing in oil and gas projects through onshore and offshore exploration,
drilling, and increasing facility capacities. Therefore, these projects need a sort of management
match with their characteristics, and project management is the main tool to achieving a
successful project. Written by a veteran project manager who has specialized in oil and gas
projects for years, this book focuses on using practical tools and methods that are widely and
successfully used in project management for oil and gas projects. Most engineers study all
subjects, but focus on project management in housing projects, administration projects, and
commercial buildings or other similar projects. However, oil and gas projects have their own
requirements and characteristics in management from the owners, engineering offices, and
contractors’ side. Not only useful to graduating engineers, new hires, and students, this
volume is also an invaluable addition to any veteran project manager’s library as a reference
or a helpful go-to guide. Also meant to be a refresher for practicing engineers, it covers all of
the project management subjects from an industrial point of view specifically for petroleum
projects, making it the perfect desktop manual. Not just for project managers and students, this
book is helpful to any engineering discipline or staff in sharing or applying the work of a
petroleum project and is a must-have for anyone working in this industry.
Listed as one of the 30 Best Business Books of 2002 by Executive Book Summaries. Proactive
Risk Management's unique approach provides a model of risk that is scalable to any size
project or program and easily deployable into any product development or project management
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life cycle. It offers methods for identifying drivers (causes) of risks so you can manage root
causes rather than the symptoms of risks. Providing you with an appropriate quantification of
the key factors of a risk allows you to prioritize those risks without introducing errors that
render the numbers meaningless. This book stands apart from much of the literature on project
risk management in its practical, easy-to-use, fact-based approach to managing all of the risks
associated with a project. The depth of actual how-to information and techniques provided here
is not available anywhere else.
Effective risk and opportunity management is key to the successful delivery of any major
engineering and construction project. This book looks at how all those involved can manage
risk and capitalise on the opportunities that uncertainty present. The authors of this book
highlight that uncertainties should be managed rather than avoided. This book will look at
simple projects with a small team, to megaprojects where some hundreds of people are
involved, and the consequences of delays or unforeseen costs. However, while the obvious
risks can be planned for, the authors argue that it is often the opportunities in these situations
that can have unexploited potential. This book is about opportunity management seen from the
owner’s perspective. It will be an invaluable resource for those studying Engineering both
undergraduate and postgraduate and set out ways in which projects should be managed from
planning to completion. This book is also a great tool for those working in project management
and the construction industry. While there are many books that demonstrate effective
construction management, this book is the first of its kind to emphasise that there is
opportunity in uncertainty, and possibility in the unexpected.
Project Risk Quantification presents the most practical, realistic, and integrated approach to
project cost and schedule Risk Quantification that is available today. It offers proven,
empirically-valid methods and tools applicable to projects of all types and at all decision gates.
The text is written for both the manager and the risk analysis practitioner. It will bring reliable
accuracy and contingency determination to your capital project organization.
Projects fail because of risks that are discovered too late, are ignored or simply are not sought.
This statement seems trivial at first glance, but it is not so obvious for many stakeholders. With
effective risk management, you keep your project under control and eliminate 90% of all
project problems before they occur. This book describes the most important methods and tools
how to successfully apply risk management in projects in a practical and easy-to-use way. You
will receive hands-on instructions and tips that you can immediately implement in your project.
The terminology described herein follows the generally accepted PMBOK(r) Guide Fifth Edition
(2013). With this knowledge, you can make your projects even more successful and protect
your project life from many problems. In this book, you will learn how to implemented risk
management in projects. You will receive hands-on instructions and tips on how you make
your project even more successful. Why Risk Management? The Risk Management Process
Step 1: Risk Management Planning Step 2: Risk Identification Step 3: Qualitative and
Quantitative Risk Analysis Step 4: Risk Response Planning Step 5: Risk Monitoring and
Control Step 6: Risk Communication and Documentation An essential book for project
Managers who want to keep their projects under control. This book about project risk
management should be on the desk of each project manager.
Project managers in construction and civil engineering need to base their decisions on realistic
information about risk and public perceptions of risk. This second edition of the original
practical and straightforward text retains the easy-to-read format, but has been expanded to
encompass the entire risk management process and to give a fuller presentation of how risk is
generally perceived. Two new chapters cover risk identification and risk response, and the
chapters on risk analysis have been completely reorganized. There is also greater emphasis
on the theory behind the principles, and an expanded bibliography is given to guide an
exploration of the subject in greater detail. The book demystifies risk management by
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presenting the subject in simple and practical terms, free of technical jargon, and case studies
are used extensively to enliven the text and to illustrate the concepts discussed.
Organisations increasingly look to project management to deal with short timeframes, tight
budgets, changing requirements and risk management in everyday operations, as well as for
major strategic projects. Project management knowledge and skills are now essential for
professionals just about everywhere, from teachers, social workers and lawyers, to engineers,
builders and accountants. Stephen Hartley's Project Management is based on the recognised
global standard for project management, the Project Management Body of Knowledge
(PMBOK Guide), and it incorporates aspects of Agile, PRINCE2, Lean and other popular
methodologies. It offers a thorough overview of the principles of project management,
combined with tools and guidelines to manage projects of all sizes, from inception to
evaluation. Written in an accessible and engaging style, Stephen Hartley's widely used text has
been fully revised and updated. It focuses on shared responsibility, transparent documentation,
reporting achievement over activity, and continuous improvement. It is illustrated with
examples and case studies, and accompanied by a suite of downloadable templates and tools.
'Stephen Hartley is without doubt Australia's leading authority on project management. This
book is the bible for any current or future project manager.' - Dr Tim Baker, author of The End
of the Performance Review
This is an update and expansion upon PMI's popular reference, The Practice Standard for
Project Risk Management. Risk Management addresses the fact that certain events or
conditions may occur with impacts on project, program, and portfolio objectives. This standard
will: identify the core principles for risk management; describe the fundamentals of risk
management and the environment within which it is carried out; define the risk management
life cycle; and apply risk management principles to the portfolio, program, and project domains
within the context of an enterprise risk management approach It is primarily written for portfolio,
program, and project managers, but is a useful tool for leaders and business consumers of risk
management, and other stakeholders.
Managing the Unknown offers a new way of looking at the problem of managing projects in
novel and unknown environments. From Europe's leading business school, this book shows
how to manage two fundamental approaches that, in combination, offer the possibility of
coping with unforeseen influences that inevitably arise in novel projects: * Trial-and-Error
Learning allows for redefining the plan and the project as the project unfolds * Selectionism
pursues multiple, independent trials in order to pick the best one at the end Managing the
Unknown offers expert guidelines to the specific project mindsets, infrastructures, and
management methods required to use these project management approaches and achieve
success in spite of unforeseen obstacles. This book equips readers with: * Causal explanations
of why unforeseeable factors in novel projects make traditional project planning and project risk
management insufficient * Directly applicable management tools that help managers to guide
novel and high-uncertainty projects * Real-world case studies of both successful and
unsuccessful approaches to managing high uncertainty in novel projects
The rate of failure of IT projects has remained little changed in survey after survey over the
past 15-20 years—over 40-50%. This has happened in spite of new technology, innovative
methods and tools, and different management methods. Why does this happen? Why can’t
the situation be better? One reason is that many think of each IT effort as unique. In reality
many IT projects are very similar at a high, strategic level. Where they differ is in the people
and exact events—the detail. If you read the literature or have been in information systems or IT
for some time, you have seen the same reasons for failure and the same problems and issues
recur again and again. In this book IT Management experts Ben Lientz and Lee Larssen show
you how to identify and track the recurring issues leading to failure in IT projects and provide a
proven, modern method for addressing them. By following the recommendations in this books
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readers can significantly reduce the risk of IT failures and increase the rate of success.
Benefits of using this approach: • Issues are identified earlier—giving more time for solution and
action. • Issues are resolved more consistently since the approach tracks on their repetition. •
You get an early warning of problems in IT work—before the budget or schedule fall apart. •
Management tends to have more realistic expectations with an awareness of issues. • Users
and managers have greater confidence in IT due to the improved handling of issues. • Since
the number of issues tends to stabilize in an organization, the IT organization and
management get better at detecting, preventing, and dealing with issues over time—cumulative
improvement. • Giving attention to issues make users more realistic in their requests and acts
to deter requirement changes and scope creep.
Project Risk Management Handbook Managing project risks professionally can be a very
profitable activity. The Project Risk Management Handbook learns you how to accomplish this
in your project and organization. organization. You learn: • 12 smart methods to detect risks •
The 3 basic responses to deal with risks and opportunities • The best methods to analyze risks
• How to involve your entire team in the risk management effort Risk Tests The handbook
contains a number of practical tests that help you to identify the weak spots in your project and
company, and implement project risk management effectively. A selection of the tests: • How
risky is your project? • What should you do to improve project risk management? • What has
project risk management contributed to your project success? The Project Risk Management
Handbook is the book about project risks that should be on the desk of each project manager.
A comprehensive overview of project risk management, providing guidance on implementing
and improving project risk management systems in organizations This book provides a
comprehensive overview of project risk management. Besides offering an easy-to-follow, yet
systematic approach to project risk management, it also introduces topics which have an
important bearing on how risks are managed but which are generally not found in other books,
including risk knowledge management, cultural risk-shaping, project complexity, political risks,
and strategic risk management. Many new concepts about risk management are introduced.
Diagrams and tables, together with project examples and case studies, illustrate the authors’
precepts and ideas. Each chapter in Managing Project Risks begins with an introduction to its
topic and ends with a summary. The book starts by providing an understanding and overview
of risk and continues with coverage of projects and project stakeholders. Ensuing chapters
look at project risk management processes, contexts and risk drivers, identification,
assessment and evaluation, response and treatment options, and risk monitoring and control.
One chapter focuses entirely on risk knowledge management. Others explore the cultural
shaping of risk, political risk in projects, computer applications, and more. The book finishes by
examining the current state and potential future of project risk management. In essence, this
book: Effectively communicates a conceptual and philosophical understanding of risk
Establishes the nature of projects and the stakeholders involved in them Presents a systematic
and logically progressive approach to the processes of project risk management Demonstrates
how to recognize the drivers of project risks and the factors which shape them Emphasizes the
importance of capturing and exploiting project risk knowledge Provides guidance about
implementing and building (or improving) project risk management systems in organizations
Managing Project Risks will benefit practitioners and students of project management across a
wide range of industries and professions.
Investment in any new project invariably carries risk but the construction industry is subject to
more risk and uncertainty than perhaps any other industry. This guide for construction
managers, project managers and quantity surveyors as well as for students shows how the risk
management process improves decision-making. Managing Risk in Construction Projects
offers practical guidance on identifying, assessing and managing risk and provides a sound
basis for effective decision-making in conditions of uncertainty. The book focuses on
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theoretical aspects of risk management but also clarifies procedures for undertaking and
utilising decisions. This blend of theory and practice is the real message of the book and, with
a strong authorship team of practitioners and leading academics, the book provides an
authoritative guide for practitioners having to manage real projects. It discusses a number of
general concepts, including projects, project phases, and risk attitude before introducing
various risk management techniques. This third edition has been extended to recognize the
reality of multi-project or programme management and the risks in this context; to highlight the
particular problems of risk in international joint ventures; and to provide more coverage of PFI
and PPP. With case studies and examples of good practice, the book offers the distilled
knowledge of over 100 man-years of experience in working on all aspects of project risk, giving
sound practical guidance on identifying, assessing and managing risk.
A review for the book from another world renown author.Rita Mulcahy, PMP, is an author,
consultant and member of the Project Management Institute's Risk Management Special
Interest Group. Either through frustration at the lack of good, practical risk management
reference materials, or because she is bubbling over with ideas on the subject, Rita has written
a comprehensive book: "Risk Management - Tricks of the Trade? for Project Managers." The
book is structured according to the Institute's view of project risk management and is therefore
supportive of the Project Management Professional certification exam. It even has a
50-question Final Exam in the certification examination mode.However, Rita's book is much
more than that. It provides a very clear and down-to-earth explanation of what project risk
management is all about. I was particularly pleased to see an emphasis on things going right
(opportunities enhancement) as well as going wrong (risks). The book is lavishly endowed with
bulleted lists of explanation for rapid absorption of content by busy project people. It also has
very practical quick-read "Tricks of the Trade" sidebars (e.g. How to interview an expert),
check lists, charts, forms and how to use them with worked examples. It is even topped off with
quiz games to make it a fun encounter.For University instructors and training workshop leaders
there are plenty of "Questions for discussion". In an appendix there is a long list of potential
risks, their cause and effect in various industries. No doubt that list has been culled from the
brainstorming efforts of many of Rita's workshop attendees over the years. Still, I could not
help but empathize with chagrin the construction risk-cause entry "Local politicos, unruly
elements, etc." Well said!Armed with this book, there should be no excuse any longer for
anyone to declare that they don't know how to apply risk management to their projects,
however large or small their projects may be. Nor should there be any question of how to get
started or even why they should get started and when. The real benefit of the book is that it
demonstrates very clearly that project risk management does not have to be difficult, nor
academically challenging. I have always held that project risk management is really very
simple.When you are gearing up for your next project, the best advice I can give is "Don't leave
home without it!"R. Max Wideman, P.Eng.FCSCE, FEIC, FICE, FPMI
This new edition of an award-winning risk management classic is more actionable than ever
with new chapters on facilitating risk conversations and running a risk workshop. Risk isn't just
about threat; it's also about opportunity. You have to be ready to take advantage of the most
unexpected events—good or bad—with any project you are managing. But how does this work in
practice? The Active Threat and Opportunity Management (ATOM) methodology offers a
simple, scalable risk process that applies to all projects in all industries and business sectors.
For each process step, the authors offer practical advice, hints, and tips on how to get the most
out of the risk management process. Risk management really can work in practice. This
Project Management Institute award-winning methodology is already used by top corporations.
Whether you are someone with no prior knowledge of risk management or someone who
simply needs guidance on how to apply risk management successfully, this book will help you
tackle the ups and downs of this unpredictable world.
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This new edition of Project Risk Management Guidelines has been fully updated to include the
new international standards, ISO 31000 Risk management and IEC 62198 Managing risk in
projects. The book explains the standards and how they can be applied. It provides a clear
introduction to basic project risk management, introduces the reader to specialized areas of
projects and procurement, and shows how quantitative risk analysis methods can be used in
large projects. Chapter by chapter, the authors present simple, practical steps and illustrate
them with examples drawn from their extensive experience from around the world, in many
different industry sectors and cultures and at all stages of projects from conception through
development and into execution. Qualitative and quantitative approaches are covered.
Traditional structures and processes are discussed as well as developments in the way
projects are conducted, such as outsourcing arrangements and risk-sharing structures like
public–private partnerships. Improved outcomes can be achieved when sound risk
management is used to capture opportunities and reduce threats. Its unique focus and wealth
of checklists, tables and other resources make this book an essential and enduring tool for
anyone involved with project work.

Many of the books on construction risk management concentrate on theoretical
approaches to the accurate assessment of the overall risks of taking on a new
project. Less attention is paid to the typical risks to which the operational level of
a project is exposed and how operational managers should approach those risks
during project implementation. This book identifies precisely where the major
EPC/Design-Build risks occur within an operational framework and shows how
best to deal with those risks. The book attempts to offer practical advice,
approaches and tools for dealing with risks to which the various operational
departments are exposed.
Today’s businesses are driven by customer ‘pull’ and technological ‘push’. To
remain competitive in this dynamic business world, engineering and construction
organizations are constantly innovating with new technology tools and techniques
to improve process performance in their projects. Their management challenge is
to save time, reduce cost and increase quality and operational efficiency. Risk
management has recently evolved as an effective method of managing both
projects and operations. Risk is inherent in any project, as managers need to
plan projects with minimal knowledge and information, but its management helps
managers to become proactive rather than reactive. Hence, it not only increases
the chance of project achievement, but also helps ensure better performance
throughout its operations phase. Various qualitative and quantitative tools are
researched extensively by academics and routinely deployed by practitioners for
managing risk. These have tremendous potential for wider applications. Yet the
current literature on both the theory and practice of risk management is widely
scattered. Most of the books emphasize risk management theory but lack
practical demonstrations and give little guidance on the application of those
theories. This book showcases a number of effective applications of risk
management tools and techniques across product and service life in a way useful
for practitioners, graduate students and researchers. It also provides an in-depth
understanding of the principles of risk management in engineering and
construction.
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The book is about RBPS (Risk Based Problem Solving) and RBDM (Risk Based
Decision Making). Every project is subjected to the known risks and the unknown
risks. Known risks are the four constraints of a project. The four constraints are;
scope; schedule; cost; and quality. Unknown risks are the uncertainties and
variances that surround every project. The book discusses in detail, with
examples and risk stories to support the points made in the book, PM, RM, EVM,
and Subcontract Management (SM). Understanding these four disciplines and
how to incorporate them into a project, is essential to effective RBPS and RBDM.
Project Management knowledge and skills are necessary to manage the known
risks. Risk Management knowledge and skills are essential to identifying,
assessing and mitigating unknown risks. Earned Value Management is important
to tracking and controlling risk mitigation plans. Many companies outsource most
of their work scope to subcontractors, so having Subcontract Management
knowledge and skills is key to mitigating subcontract risks. The future of work is
also discussed in detail. Future work will be projectized more. Working remotely
is a trend that is increasing. Project Managers will have a more difficult problem
in the future managing a diverse workforce of on-site, remote, and part-time
workers. You need to be aware of future trends. The book is structured in a
logical sequence and is easy to read. Step by step processes are presented in a
logical way with practical examples to help you understand the process. Most of
the methods and techniques discussed in the book are based on my DOD
experience. However, these techniques also apply to the IT, and Construction
Industries.
This second edition of the book reflects the authors' work to continually improve
upon the model and to apply the methodology to a broader range of issues. The
book includes: * An entirely new chapter on managing risk in programs, which is
an important dimension in today's world of ever more complex initiatives *
Updated material and methodology more closely aligned with relevant
international standards * Emphasis on minimizing the threats and maximizing the
opportunities to optimize achievement of your project goals Based on sound
principles and best practices, this book guides any member of the project
management team in conducting risk management in a real-world environment.
It’s not exactly news that putting the concepts of risk management into action
can help make a project more successful. In fact, a solid understanding of risk
management is a vital component of any project management professional’s
training, regardless of the industry in which he or she might work. In today’s fastpaced, constantly changing, and extremely competitive environment, risk
management is more important than ever for businesses hoping to find their
footing in the global market. In Project Risk Management: A Practical
Implementation Approach, author Michael M. Bissonette not only provides
insights into the best ways to implement the traditional techniques of risk
management, but also explores innovative new methods that can help modern
organizations build their culture, improve financial performance, and ultimately
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achieve greater success in all of their projects.
Projects are risky undertakings, and modern approaches to managing projects
recognise the central need to manage the risk as an integral part of the project
management discipline. Managing Risk in Projects places risk management in its
proper context in the world of project management and beyond, and emphasises
the central concepts that are essential in order to understand why and how risk
management should be implemented on all projects of all types and sizes, in all
industries and in all countries. The generic approach detailed by David Hillson is
consistent with current international best practice and guidelines (including 'A
Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge' (PMBoK) and the 'Project
Risk Management Practice Standard' from PMI, the 'APM Body of Knowledge'
and 'Project Risk Analysis & Management (PRAM) Guide' from APM,
'Management of Risk: Guidance for Practitioners' from OGC, and the forthcoming
risk standard from ISO) but David also introduces key developments in the risk
management field, ensuring readers are aware of recent thinking, focusing on
their relevance to practical application. Throughout, the goal is to offer a concise
description of current best practice in project risk management whilst introducing
the latest relevant developments, to enable project managers, project sponsors
and others responsible for managing risk in projects to do just that - effectively.
This second edition of the book reflects the authors' work to continually improve
upon the model and to apply the methodology to a broader range of issues. The
book includes: • An entirely new chapter on managing risk in programs, which is
an important dimension in today's world of ever more complex initiatives •
Updated material and methodology more closely aligned with relevant
international standards • Emphasis on minimizing the threats and maximizing the
opportunities to optimize achievement of your project goals Based on sound
principles and best practices, this book guides any member of the project
management team in conducting risk management in a real-world environment.
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